
Classroom Management

Classroom management goes hand in hand with safety considerations and time management. A well 

managed class, with clear expectations and a timed lesson, keeps students safe and engaged. Therefore, it 

is important to consider strategies that will work specifically for a movement-based approach to teaching 

whether it be dance education or movement integration. This will include classroom management 

strategies that you already use and find effective. Plus, you may learn a few new ideas included below. 

The following suggestions were previously mentioned (under safety considerations), but need repeating, 

as they are critical to classroom management. 

Here are other classroom management questions, tips, and strategies to consider: 

• As a class, create dance/movement guidelines that are posted on a wall where the majority of 

activities and lessons are done. These guidelines support a safe, inclusive, cooperative, and fun 

environment (e.g., we respect everyone’s personal space, we stop moving and listen when we hear 

the signal, etc.)

• Have a signal to let students know when they must stop and listen. You can use a hand drum, train 

whistle, kazoo, tambourine, or any other instrument that can be heard in the space where the 

students are moving. Create a signal that the students immediately recognize when they hear it. It 

will be the “stop and listen” signal. 

• Simple strategies to gain the attention of students include counting down from five to zero, 

flashing the classroom lights, or turning off the music if it was playing. When students are moving 

and having fun, they may have trouble hearing over their own laughter. Therefore, they need a 

sound or sight to catch their attention.  

• If a student is acting in a way that puts other students in danger, or makes them uncomfortable 

(e.g., not respecting their personal space by pushing or tripping, laughing at them dance), they 

must be redirected immediately or asked to sit out. The student can also be asked to review the 

class guidelines and reflect on their actions before participating again.  

• If a student is struggling to participate there are a few things 

to consider. Is what you are asking of them too difficult or 

too easy? Do they understand what is being asked of 

them? Are your instructions and expectations clear? 



• Positive reinforcement is important when instructing dance or movement lessons. You can offer 

praise for someone who is smiling, having fun, cooperating with their peers, trying something new, 

building confidence in their movement and so forth (e.g., I love seeing you smile while you dance 

or your confidence while dancing is growing!). Feedback is essential too when observing students 

following instructions and demonstrating their learning (e.g., You were asked to demonstrate how 

a seed grows into a flower in the spring. I see that you started with a low level and slowly grew 

out of the ground to a high level. Your blooms are wide and round!).

• The less wait time transitioning between activities the better. Preparation is key. Think through 

your lesson and how you plan to transition from one activity to next. Make sure the students have 

the resources and materials necessary to be successful. 

• How will you monitor set-up and clean-up? Will the whole class participate or will you assign 

helpers each time? Do you have bags or bins for storing props that makes them easy to hand out 

and be put away? If you need to move furniture in the classroom, how will that be done? Who will 

help? Your lessons will run smoothly when these things are set in place and the students know 

the routine.  

• Take the time to try new things and reflect on how they went. What worked? What did not work? 

What needs to be modified or changed for the next time? Some strategies may work well with one 

class, but not with another. 

• Remember that classroom management is a practice. 
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